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NATURAL AND COMMON LAW  TRIBUNAL FOR PUBLIC HEALTH AND 
JUSTICE 
 
INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL 
 
WEDNESDAY 14TH  JUNE 2021 
 
 
 
B E T W E E N:-                          Lady Charles Seven                            Co-Founder 
                                     

Supporting Mistreated Abused Tribunal Judges 
 

-and- 
 

                                                                                                                       Defendants 
1)   Alfred Lambremont Webre 

 
2) Tribunal Corruption Within The Executive Administration Team 

 
__________________________________ 

 
O R D E R 

__________________________________ 
 
 

UPON examining and evaluating the evidence from live oral and written testimonies 
from 13 Judges from ‘The Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health 
and Justice’ and from 5 additional witness testimonies from other people all 
summarized within the final Judgement attached to this Order.  
 
AND UPON the evidence of complaints from the 13 Tribunal Judges, relating 
specifically to the period from December 2020-January 2021 up until the Tribunal’s 
co-founding Judge Lady Seven’s last emailed correspondence on 13th May 2021, 
responding to continuous defamatory emails with false accusations whilst offline 
attending to urgent emergency personal safety and security issues   
 
AND UPON examining evidence proving that since January 2021 there has been a   
                      distinct pattern of out of control abuse of Tribunal powers being  
                      misused to:-  
 

a) systematically pick off, bully and falsely smear honourable 
Tribunal Judges one by one otherwise known to have integrity 

 
b) intentionally cause arguments and dissent 

       
AND UPON examining and evaluating evidence from the multiple Tribunal Judges,  
                      it is proven that there has been the intentional orchestration of :- 
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a) chaos and spiteful disrespect towards honourable Tribunal 
Judges 

 
b) the unnecessary hurt of many innocent professional people 

provoked and forcibly dragged into toxic drama 
 

c) constant fabrication of false unsubstantiated accusations 
 

d) the intentional mass circulation of entirely invented lies 
 

e) defamation, malicious, slander, libel of  honourable Tribunal 
Judges who did absolutely nothing wrong to deserve such 
mistreatment 

 
f) yelling at people within professional meetings 

 
g) unlawful systematic removals of multiple honourable Tribunal 

Judges without any lawful due process, internal Tribunal 
inquiry, investigation or other Tribunal Judges       involvement 
in voting to make these decisions 

 
h) not instances whereby there was a clear conflict of interest 

making it unethical for the Tribunal Judge to continue the 
appointment, the emphasis here is on honourable Tribunal 
Judges being unjustly removed byway of deceit and 
manipulation and clear abusing Tribunal Powers 

 
i) removals of former Tribunal Judges Dr Leo Rebello and Ingri 

Cassell  transpired without any lawful due process, internal 
investigation or inquiry. Both of these former Tribunal Judges 
testimonies are copied verbatim within the final Judgement 
attached to this Order 

 
j) and vindictive manipulation to dissuade and prevent honourable 

Tribunal Judges lawful rights to speak their truth to defend and 
protect themselves as well as other wronged honourable 
Tribunal Judges and stop the malicious damage deliberately 
being done to destroy these respected professional peoples 
public reputations 

 
AND UPON the highly respected former expert Tribunal Judge Lena Pu handing in  
                      her resignation after requesting that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre  
                      revaluate his decision to take on Magnus Olson as Tribunal Judge  
                      because:-  
 

a) ‘degrading images of women of a explicit nature’ were found on 
Magnus Olson’s social media page 

 
b) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre refused to change his decision 

resulting in former Tribunal Judge Lena Pu resigning 
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c) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre maintained that he had known 

and worked with Magnus Olson for many years, and that the 
derogatory images of women were not posted by Magnus therefore 
Magnus’s side was favoured above the much needed, valued and 
respected former expect Tribunal Judge Lena Pu.  

 
AND UPON evidence proving that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre made this  
                      decision in haste:-  
     

a) without gaining the approval of his co-founder Judge Lady 
Seven  

 
b) without arranging to vote on the decision with all other Tribunal 

Judges participating 
 

c) favouring Magnus Olson over the brilliant expert Tribunal Judge 
Lena Pu because he said knew Magnus better 

 
d) Magnus Olson never showing up to subsequent Tribunal 

meetings and contributed very little, if anything at all 
 

e) the Tribunal losing Lena Pu a powerful contributor who brought 
a wealth of knowledge, legal instruments and expertise that were 
not given the correct importance 

 
AND UPON Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre taking on Hodayah Israel as a  
                      Tribunal Judge :- 
                        

a) after meeting her for little over an hour 
 
b) without conducting any background checks  

 
c) without conducting any vetting process 

 
d) without gaining the opinions and approval of any other Tribunal 

Judges 
 

e) without even once consulting with Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris 
(Galactic Clyde) who had made the introduction for other 
purposes and knew her 

 
f) without implementing any mandatory inaugural Tribunal oath of 

office for the appointment or any given procedural protocol 
 

g) because she said she could link him with the Ghanaian Prime 
Minister and make him rich from her Billion Coin crypto 
currency  
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h) a Tribunal Judge subsequently alerted that a community based 
action was in the works for Hodayah Israel after getting multiple 
complaints from people claiming to be scammed and losing 
large sums of money because of her 

 
AND UPON evidence proving that the Tribunal’s joint co-founders Judge Lady  
                      Seven and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre had previously enjoyed a   
                      respectful harmonious working relationship for six years from 2015  
                      onward without having experienced any:-  

 
a) negativity 
b) violations 
c) corruption 
d) toxic drama  
e) arguments  
f) disputes  
g) disagreements or conflicts 

 
AND UPON evidence that their prior fondness and respect for each other is well  
                      documented within a multitude of viral videos, panels and conferences  
                      they had done together from 2015 onward to date. 
 
AND UPON examining evidence proving that the sudden and abrupt demise of Judge  
                      Lady Seven’s and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s professional  
                      working relationship was destroyed by design, byway of:-  
   

a) sinister interference from envious third parties infiltrators 
 
b) corruption of the Tribunal with nefarious motives 

 
c) manipulation, gas-lighting and deception to deliberately pull 

them apart  
 
AND UPON acknowledging that it was Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred      
                      Lambremont Webre’s prior respect for each other and prior harmonious    
                      highly productive working relationship, that had originally sowed the  
                      seeds and foundation for them to both jointly create and co-found  
                      their ‘Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health  and    
                      Justice’ together on 26th March 2020  
 
 AND UPON evidence proving that their Tribunal was formed because Judge Lady  
                       Seven and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre’s both have established  
                       professional backgrounds successfully fighting lawsuits involving  
                       corruption. Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre being the more senior of  
                       the pair, career spans over several decades  
   :-  

a) they had both worked extremely hard to get the Tribunal off the 
ground for over a year 
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b) made a series of videos together and also alone launching their 
Tribunal from 26th March 2020 onwards  

 
c) their videos went viral and were very well received around the 

world  
 

d) they both represented their Tribunal and provided oral 
testimonies on video as Judges in a hearing for the ITNJ’s 
(International Tribunal for Natural Justice) platform, appearing 
in the third seating entilted  ‘the weaponization of the 
biosphere’ in April 2020. This video also went viral across the 
internet and was well received internationally 

 
AND UPON evidence proving that Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred Lambremont    
                      Webre had specifically jointly co-founded their international  
                      Tribunal :-  
 

a) as a Natural and Common Law ‘Tribunal of Conscience’ 
 
b) to function with pure truth, justice, integrity and respect 

 
c) for the protection of the rights of people globally from 

Covid 19 violations 
 

d) to address unlawful mandatory lockdowns, the unlawful  
demands to wear masks and take dangerous lethal injections 
 

e) to address violations in accordance with the ‘International 
Criminal Code’ 

  
f) highlighting breaches of the ‘Nuremberg Code’, the 

‘Declaration of Human Rights’ and ‘Ultra Vires’  
                       
AND UPON evidence that the creation of their international Tribunal consequently 

made the co-founders Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre a deepstate target, more than they both had 
already been 

 
AND UPON evidence proving that it was only after their initial Tribunal launch  
                      videos went viral across the internet from 26th March 2020 and  
                      onward, that Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre  
                      both independently  invited other professionals and experts to join their  
                      Tribunal’s press conferences, and participate as expert Tribunal Judges  
                      during hearings held in November 2020. 
 
                      It is important to note majority of the professionals invited to become  
                      expert Tribunal Judges:- 
    

a) are also well known established highly respected  
international public figures in their own right 
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b) professionals who took time out from running their own 

independent careers, businesses, organisations and family lives 
for free  

 
c) agreed to assist Judge Lady Seven and Judge Alfred 

Lambremont Webre’s Tribunal because both were known to be 
highly respected honourable people  

 
d) the appointment to be a Tribunal Judge was considered  

honourable for a worthy noble cause 
 

e) making the subsequent mistreatment and abuse of many of these  
                                  professionals intolerable 

 
AND UPON evaluating evidence substantiating that Judge Alfred Lambremont   
                      Webre (probably initially unaware) invited people into the Tribunal who  
                       have now been exposed to be manipulative and corrupt and joined the  
                       Tribunal with a duplicitous malevolent agenda from the outset 
 

a) this is evidenced byway of the Tribunal’s rapid dissent within a 
relatively a short time after the corrupt individuals arrivals 

 
b) these same individuals rapid unmerited elevation within Tribunal 

ranks, byway of manipulation and deceit without any lawful due 
process 

 
c) the intentional orchestration of gas-lighting to bring about the 

unjust unlawful removals of honourable Tribunal Judges and co-
founder Judge Lady Seven without any lawful due process to 
supersede, take over and control all Tribunal affair   

 
AND UPON evidence that Tribunal co-founder Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre  
                      arranged, agreed and implemented to form a new ‘executive admin  
                      team’ without:- 
 

a) first seeking counsel with co-founder Judge Lady Seven 
 
b) first seeking the approval of co-founder Judge Lady Seven 

 
c) first seeking the authority of co-founder Judge Lady Seven 

 
d) first putting it to a vote to gain all Tribunal Judges decision 

 
e) first implementing any inaugural Tribunal oaths or protocol 

and any lawful due process 
 
AND UPON evidence that Tribunal co-founder Judge Lady Seven was only  
                      abruptly informed on 2nd March 2021 during a conference meeting with  
                      organisation IACCO (brought in by one of the three Tribunal infiltrators  
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                      Michael Zazzio) that the new ‘Tribunal executive administration  
                      team’ had already been agreed upon after it had been secretly created 
 
AND UPON evidence that Judge Lady Seven from then on was targeted for removal  
                      byway of: 
 

a) the fabrication and mass circulation of fictitious non existent 
violations 

 
b) the employment of gas-lighting malicious slander and deceit 

 
c) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre asking Judge Lady Seven 

to fulfil a task, then manipulatively pretending that fulfilling 
the very same task requested was a violation as a excuse for 
removal 

 
AND UPON evidence proving Judge Alfred Lambermont Webre created the new  
                    ‘Tribunal executive administration team’ to be controlled by Rima  
                      Liebow, Ralph Fucetola, Michael Zazzio as his new Tribunal  
                      advisors/handlers:- 
                       

a) without first consulting, seeking approval or authority of co-
founder Judge Lady Seven 

 
b) without first consulting or gaining a vote from any other 

Tribunal Judge’s decision 
 

c) doing the necessary due diligence to ascertain who these people 
really were 

 
d) putting the aforesaid in charge of all further Tribunal decisions 

 
e) removing all further powers and involvement of all other 

Tribunal Judges from being privy to the decision making process 
without their knowledge  

 
f) putting the entire Tribunal under a ‘takeover’ ‘Coup’ and full 

deepstate control 
 
AND UPON evidence proving that multiple Tribunal Judges testified at the                              
                      peace and resolution conference on 20th April 2021 arranged by  
                     Tribunal Judge Clyde Harris aka Galactic Clyde to get the truth and facts  
                      and all unanimously agreed and confirmed that:- 

 
a) Judge Lady Seven’s attempted removal as co-founder was 

shocking and entirely unjust and unlawful and should not be 
allowed to stand 
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b) that the accusations were totally false, out of character and a far 
stretch from the hard working respectful professional woman 
they all worked with 

 
c) Judge Lady Seven was respected and highly valued as a 

dignified woman with a deeply inspired spiritual outlook 
considered to be an asset to the Tribunal  

 
d) there was a serious concern for Judge Alfred Lambremont 

Webre who it was unclear as to whether or was even aware that 
deepstate infiltration and take over of the Tribunal was 
happening 

 
e) it was agreed and concluded that the Tribunal had been 

infiltrated and a systematic take over was in affect so were 
desperately causing disruption to keep people confused, misled 
and in the dark 

 
AND UPON examining an email claiming to be from Judge Alfred  
                      Lambremont Webre dated 21st April 2021 containing what had already  
                      been proven by multiple testimonies from Tribunal Judges to be:- 
   

a) more fabricated malicious slander 
 
b) more defamation  

 
c) more libel 

 
d) more scandal 

 
e) it was obvious his email claiming co-founding Judge Lady 

Seven was removed for ‘multiple violations’ ‘was a lie’ 
 

f) it was obvious that the statement that Judge Lady Seven had 
been removed lawfully ‘was another lie’ 

 
g) it had already been established within the conference that there 

were no violations and no lawful steps taken to whatsoever 
 

h) it was blatant that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre under the 
directives of his ‘executive administration team had been 
aggressively forcing removals of multiple Judges and this was 
and is an extreme abuse of power on multiple levels 

  
AND UPON examining evidence that the same email of 21st April 2021 also ordered  
                      abrupt removals of  honourable Tribunal Judge’s Clyde Harris  
                      (Galactic Clyde) and John and Bonnie Mitchell again without  
                      justification or lawful due process:- 
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a) the email 21st April 2021 (copied verbatim in the final 
Judgement) astipulated, that these Judges were to be ‘ex 
communicated’ and ‘ostracised’ and any Judge found speaking 
with them could go too 

 
b) failing to acknowledge that the Tribunal’s logo had been created 

by the brilliant Tribunal Judges John and Bonnie Mitchell 
 
c) they disrespectfully had no appreciation for the fact that it is John 

and Bonnie Mitchell’s intellectual property 
 

d) This resulted in Tribunal Judge Alana Siemons also resigning in 
support of John and Bonnie’s grossly unjust treatment 

 
e) all further contact for Judge Lambremont Webre’s was now via 

his ‘advisers’ Rima Liebow, Ralph Fucetola and Michael 
Zazzio 

 
f) a climate of toxic hostility, chaos and infighting was orchestrated 

to destroy the Tribunals original ethos and objectives  
 

g) to destroy the Tribunal from within altogether 
 
AND UPON evidence proving that by April and May 2021 Judge Alfred  
                      Lambremont Webre was manipulated and controlled to turn against  
                      honourable fellow Judges and use his name to endorse emails    
                      containing:-  
 

a) further lies 
 
b) further fabricated accusations 

 
c) further defamation 

 
d) further vindictive slander  

 
e) further irrational negligent tortuous misstatements 

 
AND UPON evidence proving in May 2021 Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre  
                      circulated more malicious toxic emails about the peace and resolution  
                      conference :- 
 

a) intentionally altering the facts to falsify that co-founder Judge 
Lady Seven arranged the conference in a conspiracy with her 
friends violating the Tribunal .This was another lie 

 
b) knowing the conference was factually arranged by Tribunal 

Judge Clyde Harris (Galactic Clyde)  
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c) knowing that all Judges were sent Judge Clyde’s direct emailed 
invitation copied verbatim within the final Judgement 

 
d) knowing that the peace and resolution conference was attended 

by Tribunal Judges not her friends as was falsely accused 
 

e)  these further lies were emailed around the world to countless 
people with deeply malicious intent to Judge Lady Seven  

 
f) to intentionally tarnish Judge Lady Seven’s respected reputation 

 
g) knowing they had nothing, engaged in a vicious smear 

campaign of lies to justify trying to push her out as co-founder 
 
AND UPON evaluating evidence that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre was  
                      previously a much loved, respected iconic public figure and former  
                      attorney of Law and many accreditations to his name who:-  
 

a) was always considered kind, truthful, honest and fair 
 
b) had always conducted preparation of the Tribunals legal 

paperwork professionally 
 

c) had always worked with focused dedication and masterful 
expertise 

 
d) controlled the Tribunals website www.peaceinspace.org and 

navigated multiple other social media pages 
 

e) arranged and held Tribunal panel zoom conference meetings 
with co-founder Judge Lady Seven and other Tribunal Judges 

 
f) researched Laws and evidence to be implemented into the 

indictments 
 

g) researched the addresses of those to be indicted 
 

h) mailed out Tribunal indictments to those found guilty of 
violations 

 
i) undertook an extremely heavy stressful workload for a man of 

senior  age 
 

j) his dedication to the Tribunal was always highly respected and 
considered genius  

                       
AND UPON evidence proving multiple complaints and problems rapidly  
                      increased about Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre directly after  
                      the manipulation and corruption from the aforesaid infiltrators resulting  
                      in:-  
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a) not following lawful due process, making Tribunal decisions 
without consulting anyone 

 
b) behaving dictatorial, unreasonable, and irrational 

 
c) no accountability and owning up to mistakes 

 
d) being hyper sensitive leading to unnecessary unwarranted 

outbursts in professional meetings 
 

e) inability to accept others having a difference of opinion 
 

f) being gullible, easily manipulated, unable to spot red flags, 
warning signs and people with corrupt intentions 

 
g) unfairly projecting failings onto innocent others 

 
h) insensitivity and lack of consideration for others feelings and 

adverse personal circumstances  
 

i) inability to discern friend from foe  
 

j) having a unfair bias favouring and trusting the wrong people 
based on superficial merits 

 
k) quick to drop long standing loyal friends, colleagues and 

supporters to gain favour with ill intended deceitful people  
 

l) allowing manipulation and corruption to spread from lack of 
discernment  

 
m) behaving like the Tribunal belonged to him 

 
n) undermined people, taking their time, and contribution for 

granted  
 

o) ruthlessly disregarding people once goals, aims and objectives 
were achieved 

 
AND UPON evidence proving that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre, whether due  
                       to fear, peer pressure, greed or selfishness, succumbed to the  
                       corruption. Consequently his once previously positive working  
                       relationship with Judge Lady Seven was unrecognisable by April - May  
                       2021 as the result of:-  
 

a) extreme manipulation  
 
b) toxic deception 

 
c) continuous gas-lighting   
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AND UPON evidence proving that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre  
                      was also fully aware his fellow co-founder Judge Lady Seven’s life was  
                      in danger due to ongoing gang-stalking corruption revolved around a  
                      lawsuit she had previously won he referred to as ‘SevenGate’.  
 
                      Vast volumes of her evidence was featured in a 10 part ‘interview series  
                      on the ‘Alfred Lambremont Webre’ youtube channel from 2015  
                      onwards and also featured www.thefarrellreport.net 
 
AND UPON evidence of Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre knowing :-  

  
a) Judge Lady Seven had not long escaped an attempted murder 

plot in March 2021  
 
b) she had been followed by hit men 

 
c) she was urgently securing safe accommodation  

 
d) she was being gang-stalked and terrorized by the criminals in 

her case stealing the wealth from her IP estate 
 

e) she had several family members and loved ones die suddenly 
under suspicious circumstances suspected as murder 

 
f) experienced the exact same deepstate infiltration destroying  

her relationship with former partner Patrick Walker and two 
former friends Spirit Fire Warrior and Hikmah Kohle also 
compromised to betray her and her cousin Roni Nicholas 

 
g) that infiltration resulted her cousin Roni Nicholas being 

poisoned and murdered on 14th March 2019. 
 

h) she put her own life on hold from 26th March 2020 into spring 
2021 to build the Tribunal from scratch from the domestic 
violence refuge she had fled to 

 
i) she invested all her time and the little funds she had to build the 

Tribunal for over a year  
 
AND UPON examining evidence of testimonies from multiple Tribunal Judges,  
                      proving that the Tribunal increasingly descended into a culture of:- 
 

a) regularly emailed lies, slander and defamation 
 

b) intentional malicious provocation  
 

c) lack of concern when Tribunal Judges were mistreated  
 

d) greedy power grabbing 
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e) people displaying a selfish false sense of entitlement 
 

f) ruthless unscrupulous backstabbing behaviour to trample over 
people 

 
g) zero respect, consideration, apology 

 
h) worsening simultaneously with the creation of ‘Tribunals 

executive administration team’  
 
AND UPON Tribunal Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre sending out emails falsely    
                      misrepresenting that he is the ‘only’  
 

a) sole founder and authority of the Tribunal 
 
b)  omitting to mention the truth that he is the Tribunals ‘co-

founder’ alongside fellow ‘co-founder’ Judge Lady Seven and 
that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre ‘does not have’:- 

 
c) sole authority to do whatever he wants to whomever he wishes 

 
d) the entitlement to allow abuse of Tribunal powers to hire 

mistreat then fire honourable Tribunal Judges  
 

e) rights to conspire within secret meetings without consultation 
with his fellow co-founder Judge Lady Seven 

 
f) rights to make decisions without all Tribunal Judges 

involvement 
 

g) rights to make decisions without lawful due process, inquiry and 
investigation 

 
h) rights to remove honourable Tribunal Judges by abrupt unlawful 

emails 
 

i) rights to email insulting defamatory lies to honourable fellow 
Tribunal Judges or anyone 

 
j) rights to argue with people during professional meetings 

 
AND UPON evidence of concern that Tribunal Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre has   
                      had sole control and handling of two crowd funded donation appeals  
                      which were generously donated to by the public to:- 
 

a) assist the Tribunal in general 
 
b) assist Tribunal Judges in dire straights 
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c) specifically assist co-founder Judge Lady Seven because she was 
building the Tribunal from a domestic violence refuge and had 
to secure another safe place to stay   

 
d) because criminals are illegally stealing and living off the wealth 

of her stolen IP estate  www.thefarrellreport.net and have been 
brutalizing her for decades in hopes to make her destitute 
impoverished and left on the streets with no means to fight back 
or survive 

 
e) the criminals have been plotting to murder her to keep the thefts 

and truth of the crimes against her and her family hidden. 
 
f) Judge Lady Seven’s popularity and respect was used  

exploitatively to gain the publics trust and donations 
 

g) the publics donations collected on behalf of Judge Lady Seven 
were withheld and spitefully not given to her. They plotted to 
remove her and keep the donations for themselves 

 
AND UPON evidence in videos, shows and conferences proving that Judge Lady  
                      Seven is internationally known and respected for working tirelessly as  
                      Tribunal’s co-founder and has been severely wronged by Judge Alfred  
                      Lambremont Webre and his executive administration to falsely state  
                      that:- 
   

a) co-founder Judge Lady Seven was unproductive 
  
b) implying she did absolutely nothing 
 

AND UPON a vast amount of evidence proving that Judge Lady Seven:- 
 

a) she shed blood, sweat and tears and moved mountains to get the 
Tribunal recognised in circles, organisations and networks, they 
would not have thought of or had access to without her 

 
b) she regularly provided Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre with a 

constant stream of up to date evidence for the Tribunal 
indictments 

 
c) regularly provided relevant international reports for Tribunal 

hearings 
 

d) regularly researched applicable laws violated highlighted in 
videos 

 
e) had arranged and produced all the press conferences 

 
f) had invited and arranged all expert guests who appeared on the 

press conferences 
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g) had made links for the Tribunal with a multitude of other 

international organisations and networks 
 

h) reviewed and created legal documents used in videos 
 

i) regularly innovated new promotional ideas for the Tribunal 
 

j) regularly independently made videos promoting the Tribunal 
 

k) made videos interviewing Judges to promote the Tribunal called 
7 questions until there was interference to stop her 

 
l) got the Tribunal plastered all over social media 

 
m) got the Tribunal all over radio internationally 

 
n) was the one who suggested for the Tribunal to have regular 

weekly or fortnightly enforcement meetings to keep up the 
momentum 

 
o) brought in many of the Tribunal Judges, who later became 

reluctant to attend because of the messy constant emailed abuse 
to Tribunal Judges 

 
p) regularly kept judges up to date and informed and motivated 

them to remain onboard 
 

q) regularly did write ups on social media groups and pages 
promoting the Tribunal which always went viral 

 
r) rallied and motivated countless other people to promote the 

Tribunal internationally 
 

s) created artwork for hashtags to promote the Tribunal 
 

t) regularly did live podcasts and radios shows internationally 
morning, noon and night to the point of exhaustion 

 
u) regularly organised scheduled appointments for Judge Alfred 

Lambremont Webre to speak together as the Tribunal co-
founders on international platforms, panels and live talk radio 
shows to promote the Tribunal  

 
v) regularly organised scheduled appointments for Judge Alfred 

Lambremont Webre to speak alone on international platforms, 
podcasts, panels and live radio shows 

 
w) she got the Tribunal to younger audiences 
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x) she got the Tribunal to eclectic alternative audiences  
 

y) she got the Tribunal to intellectual audiences 
 

z) she got the Tribunal to creative audiences 
 

aa) she got the Tribunal into black and cultural audiences around the 
world 

 
bb) she got the Tribunal to musicians and celebrities around the 

world 
 

cc) she got the Tribunal to Law audiences 
 

dd) she got the Tribunal to activist audiences 
 

ee) she got the Tribunal to spiritual audiences 
 

ff) she got the Tribunal to indigenous people in remote places 
 

gg) she got the Tribunal to nursing audiences 
 

hh) she got the Tribunal to 5G expert circles and audiences 
 

ii) she got people from all over the world to donate to the Tribunal 
(and did not receive one penny) 

 
jj) she made videos Thanking the public for their help and 

donations  
 

kk) She spent every penny she had paying to get online services to 
promote the Tribunal because she was often obstructed 

 
ll) is internationally known and respected to be an effective 

motivator, leader and team player 
 

mm) is internationally known and respected to be extremely 
dignified and professional 

 
nn) is internationally known and respected to be a tireless 

campaigner for truth and justice 
 

oo) is internationally known and respected to protect peoples rights 
and sovereignty 

 
pp) is internationally known to work hard despite having had many 

members of her family die under horrific suspicious 
circumstances believed to be murdered 
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qq) is internationally known and respected as someone not to ever 
be messed with  

 
AND IT IS RECORDED THAT Judge Lady Seven has :-  

 
a) single-handledly sued 10 corrupt British entertainment 

industry, media and judicial corporations for the theft of her 
world famous award winning stolen intellectual property and 
won www.thefarrellreport.net and has been doing law fighting 
targeted corruption, gang-staking and death plots for 18 years 

 
b) was called to speak to international Judges and magistrates on 

matters of Law, Media Ethics and the protection of 
Intellectual Property Rights in 2014  

 
c) jointly produced the Farrell Report with former Senior police 

intelligence analyst exposing UK corruption with 
whistleblower Tony Farrell in 2013 www.thefarrellreport.net 

 
d) produced a detailed comprehensive 80 page crime report on 

the Grenfell Tower massacre in London 2017 whereby two of 
her own relatives also horrifically perished amongst the 
hundreds killed in the inferno 

 
e) has fought for justice for murdered relatives, friends as well as 

fighting cases for many other people 
 

f) created the ‘Natural and Common Law Tribunal For Public 
Health and Justice’ alongside Judge Alfred Lambremont 
Webre on 26th March 2020 and got the Tribunal 
internationally recognised to protect the rights of people 
around the world globally from a domestic violence refuge 
using her own money 

 
g) Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre famously asked Judge Lady 

Seven “how she knew so much about Law” 
 
AND UPON examining evidence proving that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre  
                      followed corrupt directives which resulted in :- 
 

a) his failure to address the many serious complaints of 
manipulation and corruption from fellow honourable Tribunal 
Judges since January 2021 
 

b) falsely claiming sending people emails with lies to remove them 
as being ‘lawful’ tarnishing his own reputation as an attorney of 
Law 
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c) his failure to listen to the truth from multiple Tribunal Judges 
causing serious and significant harm injury and damage to co-
founder Judge Lady Seven and the Tribunal as a whole 

 
d) failure to contact Tribunal Judges to get the facts before mass 

emailing and circulating lies  
 

e) failure to apologize quickly after offending people  
 

f) failure to acknowledge they cannot abuse and then scapegoat 
Judge Lady Seven  

 
g) failure to acknowledge there is not one set of rules excusing 

their own toxic behaviour and another set of rules to falsely 
accuse, penalize and punish everyone else 

 
h) failure to acknowledge they cannot constantly behaviour 

abusively and then seek to punish innocent people for their own 
wrong doing 

 
i) failure to acknowledge the unjust removal of Tribunal Judge 

Clyde Harris aka Galactic Clyde to spitefully punish him for 
organizing the ‘peace and resolution’ conference 

 
j) failure to acknowledge the unjust removals of Tribunal Judges 

John and Bonnie Mitchell to spitefully punish them for attending 
the peace and resolution conference 

 
k) failure to acknowledge the unjust removals and serious 

mistreatment of a list of professional people 
 

l) failure to acknowledge making toxic unstable irrational reckless 
decisions, that changed from one day to the next 

 
AND UPON evidence proving Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre and his executive  
                      administration team making reckless irrational decisions then trying to  
                      cover tracks :- 

 
a) people previously unjustly lied about, slandered and removed as 

Tribunal Judges in April 2021, were sent emails to provide 
resignations by 13th May 2021  

 
b) several weeks after they had already been unlawfully removed  

 
c) because they all know the spotlight is now fixed upon them and 

the  abuse they have been doing to people is wrong 
 
AND UPON evidence that the Tribunal’s co-founder Judge Lady Seven was        
                      considered an inferior subordinate is in a email copied  
                      verbatim in the final Judgement. 
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AND UPON evidence that the Tribunal co-founder Judge Lady Seven a British  
                      woman of indigenous Caribbean heritage was sent a email to remove  
                      her suggesting that Judge Alfred Lambremont  
                      Webre  and his‘Tribunal executive administration team’ were of :- 
 

a) ‘superior authority’ above her   
 

b) signalling disturbing covert racial discrimination and supremacy   
 

c) note that the first expert Tribunal Judge to become unjustly 
defamed slandered and removed was Dr Rebello of ethnic origin 
from India  

 
d) the second expert Tribunal Judge forced to have to resign for 

requesting a man with derogatory explicit images of women not 
be made a Tribunal Judge and was declined, was Lena Pu an 
American (or Canadian) of ethnic oriental origin  

 
e) other Judges from European heritage have also been unlawfully 

removed but they have not received the same level of slander and 
‘being spoken down to’ in the same derogatory manner as 
Tribunal Judges of ethnic origin 

 
f) all of the people Judge Lady Seven witnessed Judge Lambremont 

Webre yelling at or about, are all people of ethnic origin: 
Allegedly Dave, Vasco, Lena Pu, Kemet Imani, herself. He may 
have also yelled at others, but that was not witnessed firsthand. 

 
AND UPON examining evidence proving discrimination of co-founder Judge Lady  
                      Seven :- 
 

a) Rima Liebow was put in charge as the Tribunal’s executive 
administration team, someone without knowledge of Law, 
(certainly not as much knowledge as co-founder Judge Lady 
Seven) after joining the Tribunal for a comparatively short 
amount of time 

 
b) knowing Rima Liebow had been repeatedly complained about as 

being ‘manipulative and corrupt’ by Tribunal Judge Dr Leo 
Rebello  

 
c) complaints about Rima Liebow were also made by Tribunal 

Judge Ingri Cassell after she too was later unlawfully unjustly 
removed.  

 
d) all complaints about Rima Liebow being highly ‘manipulative 

and corrupt,’ prove to have merit, but in every instance Judge 
Alfred Lambremont Webre wrongly took Rima Liebow’s side 
above people Rima Liebow had clearly violated  
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e) Judge Lambremont Webre put a woman that other honourable 
Tribunal Judges had both flagged up as being manipulative and 
corrupt not just in charge, but above the co-founder 

 
f) Then, expected the co-founder to look upon them as being 

‘superior authority’ and not immediately doing so, was 
classified as a major violation, warranting immediate removal 
and this was mass emailed out to all and sundry 

 
g) Judge Lambremont Webre most insultingly suggested that his 

co-founding authority of the Tribunal Judge Lady Seven be 
reduced to doing publicity with a Tribesman from St the Island 
of St Vincent that neither he or she actually knew. Signalling 
holding deeply racist supremacist ideologies. 

 
h) he also placed a musician Michael Zazzio in charge who states 

also has a medical practice of some description with direct 
connections to mainstream media (deepstate) but his connections 
were not further investigated either  

 
i) Neither Rima Liebow nor Michael Zazzio have expertise in Law 

and thus were totally unqualified to be in charge of an 
organisation with it foundations based in Law, hence their abrupt 
removals of multiple Tribunal Judges without any carrying out 
any lawful due process or internal inquiry stands to reason  

 
j) Michael Zazzio ran another Tribunal for targeted individuals 

(possibly with Magnus Olson) which imploded from within by 
March 2021,  then moved to create the aforesaid ‘Tribunal’s 
executive administration team’ directly afterwards but this 
major red flag was ignored 

 
k) Ralph Fucetola was also put in charge of the Tribunal and the 

fact that he works closely with Rima Liebow speaks volumes 
 

l) their actions prove they have no concern about Law, their only 
interest is in power and control. Had they been legitimate,  they 
would never have allowed countless professional people to be 
used, slandered and disposed of so ruthlessly   

 
m) Judge Lady Seven’s name as Tribunal co-founder was placed at 

the bottom of the list of Tribunal Judges. This also signalled 
covert racial discrimination 

 
IT IS ORDERED THAT:- 
 

1. Tribunal Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre and all those involved 
in running the ‘Tribunal executive administration team’ namely 
Rima Liebow, Michael Zazzio and Ralph Fucetola immediately:-  
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a) ‘Cease and Desist’ any further abusing Tribunal powers 
 
b)  ‘Cease and Desist’ any further circulating falsified lies  

 
c) ‘Cease and Desist’ any further circulating falsified 

accusations  
  

d) ‘Cease and Desist’ any further circulating vindictive   
defamation 

  
e) ‘Cease and Desist’ any further circulating malicious 

slander and libel against the Tribunal’s co-founder Judge 
Lady Seven or ANY other honourable Tribunal Judge 
personally and professionally 

 
IT IS ORDERED THAT:- 
 

2.  Tribunal Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre acknowledge, account and  
      apologize publicly for :- 
 

a) the serious hurt, injury, pain, suffering and damage he has 
caused allowing and endorsing the deeply malicious, spiteful 
defaming and slandering of innocent professional people 

 
b) the serious hurt, injury, pain, suffering and damage he has 

caused allowing and endorsing the deeply treacherous and 
malicious campaign of bullying to remove Judge Lady Seven 
particularly knowing her family members has been murdered, 
knowing she was being robbed of all her money, she was 
homeless and her life was in danger 

 
c) deceiving other Tribunal Judges and members to conceal the 

abuse happening 
 

d) taking the publics donations for Judge Lady Seven and 
spitefully conspiring to make her homeless by withholding the 
donated funds knowing she was in danger and was is dire urgent 
need 

 
                  3. Tribunal Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre provide :- 
 

a) a full account of all directives and requests given to him to falsely 
malign defame, maliciously slander and libel to remove honourable 
Tribunal Judges including his fellow co-founder Judge Lady Seven 

 
4. Tribunal Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre provide:-  
 

a) full details of all secret private meetings and name with whom 
these meetings were with 
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b) full details of all deals done with deepstate handlers for monetary 
advantage or otherwise via the Tribunal 

 
c) full details of any/all monetary deals done to falsely smear Judge 

Lady Seven by the deepstate criminals in her court case referred to 
as SevenGate  

 
d) it is doubtless that such ruthless actions were carried out to without  

some personal advantage, reward and benefit 
 

e) full details of exactly what advantage, benefit and reward was 
gained, and name whom the benefits were from and exactly who 
received these benefits 

 
                5.Tribunal Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre to disclose :- 

 
a) the true nature of his relationship with Rima Liebow as it was 

suggested by removed former Tribunal Judge Dr Rebello that 
Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre has been systematically lying, 
mistreating and removing honourable fellow Tribunal Judges at 
the request of what Dr Leo Rebello described as ‘his girlfriend’ 
Rima Liebow.  

 
                 6. The ‘Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health     
                     and Justice’ was jointly co-founded and launched by Judge Lady Seven  
                     and Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre on March 26th  2020 with the sole  
                     ethos and intention;-  
                           

a) to be a Godly Tribunal 
 
b) to be a unity led Tribunal 

 
c) to be a people power Tribunal 

 
d) to be a peace and love Tribunal 
 
e) to be a truthful Tribunal 

 
f) to be a ethical Tribunal 

 
g) to be moral Tribunal 

 
h) to be a righteous Tribunal 

 
i) to be a just and fair Tribunal 

 
j) a Tribunal that provides hope  

 
k) a Tribunal that provides protection 
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l) a Tribunal that provides remedy  
 

m) a Tribunal that provides Justice 
  

n)  a Tribunal that stops violations during the Covid19 crisis 
 

o) a Tribunal that stop violations of defenceless abused people 
 

p) It is therefore totally unacceptable for the Tribunal be turned into 
a tool to facilitate mistreatment of people, especially its own co-
founder and fellow Judges 

 
q) The corruption and abuse of Tribunal power against people stops 

here!  
 

       7.Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre allowed:-  
 

a) infiltration, manipulation, deceit, untold abuse and 
corruption 

 
b) the Tribunal to be handed over to the deepstate after 

Judge Lady Seven’s year of hard work to build it 
 

c) Judge Lady Seven to be lied about, grossly abused and 
mistreated as co-founder 

 
d) Multiple Tribunal Judges to be lied about and grossly 

abused 
 
e) bringing the entire Tribunal into disrepute and 

international public scandal 
  
 
IT IS ALSO ORDERED THAT  
 
                    8. Judge Alfred Lambremeont Webre provide:- 
                  

a) a full detailed account and explanation byway of a sworn 
affidavit of truth as testimony under penalty of perjury 

 
b) the affidavit must be provided by latest 28th June 2021  

 
c) full clarification to ascertain the reason for Judge Alfred 

Lambremont Webre’s unfair bias favouring and endorsing lies, 
and the reckless mistreatment and removal of multiple 
honourable Tribunal Judges by those who a evidently also 
racists 
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d) full clarification as to why he allowed and endorsed repeated 
lies and spiteful malicious attacks to defame, slander and 
remove co-founder Judge Lady Seven 

 
e) full clarification as to why he omitted to mention that Judge 

Lady Seven was also Tribunals fellow co-founder of equal 
authority in many emails, who told him to reduce her name on 
the list of Judges 

 
f) full clarification as to why has permitted racist discrimination 

and racial superiority into the Tribunal 
 

g) full clarification to explain why he turned a blind eye to 
multiple complaints about Rima Liebow being manipulative 
and corrupt from former Tribunal Judges Dr Rebello and Ingri 
Cassell 

 
h) provide honest explanation as to whether the unfair bias was 

because Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre was concealing 
being influenced to do so on account of a secret romantic 
connection between himself and Rima Liebow as is suggested 
by former Tribunal Judge Dr Leo Rebello 

 
IT IS ORDERED THAT:- 

 
       9. Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre fully co-operate to ensure full    
           accountability to correct and remedy all mistakes violations and  
           offences:- 

 
a) all Tribunal Judges severely mistreated and had their 

honourable names and reputations dragged through the dirt, 
have a right to know exactly why they were so grossly abused 

  
b) a full explanation must be provided as to why he gave away 

Tribunal powers to viciously mistreat people 
 
c) both the affidavit of truth and public apology must be sent to 

all Tribunal Judges active and also those unlawfully and 
unjustly removed by latest 28th June 2021   

 
IT IS ALSO ORDERED THAT:- 
 
                 10. The ‘Natural and Common Law Tribunal for Public Health and   
                    Justice’ cut all ties with all those corruptly mishandling the Tribunals  
                    powers within the ‘Tribunal executive administration team’ namely:- 
  

a) Rima Liebow or (Laibow) 
 
b) Ralph Fucetola  
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c) Michael Zazzio  
 

d) And any other undisclosed Tribunal partners deepstate 
operatives (if the Tribunal has not already done so during 
the process of the investigations and creation of this said 
Order and Final Judgement) with immediate effect 

 
e) The Tribunal executive administration team section is to be 

immediately shut down (if not already done so) 
          
AND IT IS FURTHER RECORDED THAT:- 
 
                   11. Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre is in charge of the website  
                         www.peaceinspace.org and controls the Tribunal’s posts along   
                         with all the Tribunal’s collected ‘Crowd Funded Donations’  
 

a) withheld the donations from being given to the intended 
recipient Judge Lady Seven 

 
b) knowing she faced homelessness and needed the monies 

to pay for secure safe accommodation 
 

c) knowing she had just escaped a deepstate murder plot in 
March 2021  

 
d) knowing she was praising Judge Alfred Lambremont 

Webre on a multitude of platforms all over the world 
 
IT IS ALSO ORDERED THAT:-  
 
                     12. Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre provide:-  
 

a) a full account of all the publics donations he has collected  
 
b) details and names of anyone he has given monies to from 

the publics donations that were intended for Judge Lady 
Seven and what they spent the money on 

 
c) the immediate return of the donated monies intended for 

Judge Lady Seven within 7 days no later than Monday 21st 
June 2021  

 
d) any other money collected for the work done with the 

Tribunal must be fully disclosed byway of Affidavit under 
the penalty of perjury and Judge Lady Seven share of all 
collected monies must be immediately sent to her within 7 
days 21st June 2021 
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e) Upon confirmation of receipt of this Order the bank details 
will be forwarded to Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre to 
deposit her monies into forthwith by latest 21st June 2021 

 
f)  Failure to co-operate with this Order and attempt to 

continue to criminally withhold money owed to Judge Lady 
Seven will be treated as theft and serious further action will 
be taken against you. 

 
g) donations for any other honourable Tribunal Judges also in 

dire urgent need of assistance to be arranged 
 

h) a full affidavit testimony and public apology explaining 
why he withheld donations and monies despite knowing 
Judge Lady Seven was dealing with an urgent crisis and 
emergency  

 
i) a detailed affidavit to fully disclose whether any other 

monetary deals were done and disclose the total amount of 
money received with those within ‘the Tribunal executive 
administration team’  

 
j) name all organizations he has allowed the Tribunal to 

become contracted to if any since the unlawful removal of 
Judge Lady Seven 

 
k) It is duly noted and recognised that recent cosmetic changes 

have been made as an attempt to clean house, however 
unless all violations and serious offences are immediately 
addressed with full accountability further serious action will 
be taken  

 
IT IS ORDERED THAT:- 
 

  13. all currently active Tribunal Judges from the ‘Natural and Common  
        Law Tribunal for Public Health and Justice’    
 

a) respectfully co-operate with the clean up process to root out the  
corruption  

 
b) respectfully co-operate with the fair resolving of the abusive 

mistreatment, defamation and slander of the Tribunal’s co-
founder Judge Lady Seven 

 
c) respectfully co-operate with fairly resolving the mistreatment of 

Tribunal Judge’s Galactic Clyde and John and Bonnie Mitchell 
and all other Tribunal Judges unlawfully removed  
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d) a thorough and honest examination of the abuse of power must 
be examined by all remaining Tribunal Judges to prevent the 
corruption from continuing 

 
e) Judge Alfred Webre to make available all previous Tribunal 

hearing materials if required 
 
f) a vote must be taken as to whether or not Alfred Lambremont 

Webre is permitted to continue in the background as a Tribunal 
consultant in Law 

 
g) all further Tribunal decisions are to be immediately suspended 

from Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre until the process of 
addressing all aforesaid offences is complete 

 
h) the decision as to whether Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre is 

permitted to remain or not and in what capacity is to be decided 
by all Tribunal Judges byway of a vote lest he bring even 
further scandal  

 
IT IS ALSO ORDERED THAT:- 
                 14. 

a) as defamation of character, malicious slander and libel 
constitute serious offences under the Law of Tort therefore 
damages in this instance also apply 

 
b) Judge Alfed Lambremont Webre, Rima Liebow, Michael 

Zazzio and Ralph Fucetola are to pay co-founder Judge Lady 
Seven, Judge Galactic Clyde and Judges John and Bonnie 
Mitchell compensation in damages along with providing them 
and the global public with sincere apologies.  

 
c) the amount of damages to be paid in compensation to all those 

grossly abused and mistreated is to be assessed and agreed upon 
byway of all Tribunal Judges voting fairly and agreeing upon a 
fair amount 

 
AND IT IS FURTHER RECORDED THAT:-  
 
                  15. although nobody can deny that Judge Alfred Lambremont Webre  has  
                        done exceptionally remarkable work delivering the Tribunal’s  
                        paperwork and judicial fillings, however the evidence proves:-  
                            

a) he has lacked transparency, fair honest leadership and 
Judgement 

 
b) he has lacked consideration for the feelings, reputations 

and lives he has deliberately damaged 
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c) he has acted selfishly and carelessly without any 
consideration for the Tribunal’s credibility and 
international reputation  

 
d) he has lacked the necessary foresight and discernment to 

be a competent fair Judge  
 

e) he has blindly and foolishly handed over Tribunal powers 
to deeply corrupt malevolent people who do not have 
anyone in humanity’s wellbeing  and interest at heart  

               
                 16. all Tribunal Judges will be notified of :- 
 

a) the Tribunal conference to be arranged and announced to the 
complaints in a neutral environment not run by Judge Alfred 
Lambremont Webre or anyone from his corrupt ‘Tribunal 
executive administration team’ 

 
b) a new complaints procedure and Tribunal constitution is to be 

agreed upon, implemented and signed by all Tribunal Judge 
you will be informed when the documents are complete 

 
c) ANY active Tribunal Judges who believe corruption and the 

gross misuse of Tribunal powers is acceptable and consider that 
this matter is irrelevant, finished and already resolved, should 
immediately hand in their notice to resign 

 
As the quote wisely states:- “It is not the first mistake that is the 
problem, it’s the refusal to acknowledge, admit then correct the 
mistake that is”. Quote Written by unknown writer. 
 
“Abusing others always has consequences, never underestimate 
those you use, mistreat, hurt, falsely malign and deem as inferior, 
because you just never know when the consequences of your actions 
will come back around ”. “Its called karma” Quote by Judge Lady 
Seven 

                                                                              
 

              
                                                                                             Official  Order  
                                                    
                                                        Natural and Common Law Tribunal 
                                                                    For Public Health and Justice 
                                                                                                
                                                                                               14th June 2021 


